
Divya Path Sansthan 
 
Established in 1981, Divya Path Sansthan (DPS) exists for the purpose of awakening in human consciousness, 
the furtherance of humaneness, an undivided human society, & balance in nature. DPS is based on 
‘Madhyasth Darshan*’ , ‘Saha-Astitva-Vada’ (Coexistential Philosophy) by (late) A.Nagraj of Karnataka, India.  
(* darshan = vision / philosophy) 
 

About Madhyasth Darshan 
Madhyasth Darshan uncovers the nature of consciousness & all dimensions of reality, thus defining the 
universal purpose, content, process and outcomes of Education in a comprehensive manner.    
 
This Darshan provides a “grand unified view”, enabling coherence in Mans Spiritual, Intellectual, Behavioral 
& Material aspects. It provides clarity in all dimensions of human life: the experiential, rational, emotional & 
occupational (economic). As a result, it is able to provide a universal resolution to humankind’s current 
existential, personal, familial, social & ecological dichotomies.  
 

In Education 
Content covered:  

 Knowledge, Wisdom & Science (gyan ,viveka, vigyan) 
 Self Knowledge (jeevan vidya) 
 Behavioural Knowledge (vyavhar vidya) 
 Material Sciences Knowledge (vastu vidya) 

 
Provides the content for ‘Universal Humane Conduct’ (manviyatapurna acharan) applicable to the following 
spheres of living: Individual, Family, Society, Nation & Inter-Nation.  

 Individual values- such as honesty, critical thinking, happiness, peace, etc.  
 Family Values - such as trust & affection 
 Social Values & Ethics - such as generosity & social-character (righteous wealth, chastity in 

marriage & kindness in behaviour) 
 Environmental Values - such as regulation & balance in nature 

 
The above is taught as 'value education for consciousness development' (chetna vikas mulya shiksha).  
This darshan also has sound recommendations for the ‘humanization of current education’ via supplemental 
content in various fields such as sciences, sociology, literature, psychology, economics, etc. We are thus able 
to 'complete the picture' that our current disparate subjects attempt to assemble.  
 
Students get the ability to ascertain a ‘holistic-view’ of life & living, and the ability to discriminate between 
‘right & wrong’, ‘desirable & undesirable’, ‘true & false’, etc.  There is no sermonizing, do’s & don’t’s . The 
content does not negate the ‘formful realities’ which are the domain of the sciences or the people & the 
world in which we live. It does not refer to any past personality, or other religious texts. The content is 
‘universal’.  
 
Interventions in Education have been made in various states, across the School & University levels, such as 
the ‘Happiness Curriculum’ in Delhi State Govt Schools, ‘Human Values Courses’ by AICTE, etc. Details are 
attached. 
 
Members of Divya Path Sansthan do not 'charge' for sharing this 'knowledge'. We share this as a 
responsibility towards society. 'This' is not a source for our ‘livelihood’. We are happy to engage for the 
purpose of Universal Human Good (sarva shubh). 
 
More Info: www.madhyasth-darshan.info  
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